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EMMA Safety boot Amber protection level S1P ESD PUR

The ladies sculpted safety shoe.

An attractive, feminine shoe that's supremely comfortable regardless of how hard the floor is. It features
Emma's unique SmartTecAir® technology, removing moisture and perspiration instantly. Anatomically designed
and sculpted to the foot, the low profile shoe offers ESD certification and anti-fatigue properties, keeping you
on your toes all day every day.

Characteristics
Series: Amber
Norm: EN ISO 20345:2011 (E) S1P
Safety class: S1P
Mid-sole protection: Yes

Protection class
occupational shoes OB O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Protective toecap

Energy absorption in
heel * * * * *

Fully enclosed heel * * * * *

Antistatic properties * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole *

Water penetration
and absorption

protection
* * * *

Water resistant

Protection class
safety shoes SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5

Protective toecap * * * * * * *

Energy
absorption in heel * * * * * *

Fully enclosed
heel * * * * * *

Antistatic
properties * * * * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole * * *

Water
penetration and

absorption
protection

* * * *

Water resistant * *

Shoe size Shoe size (UK) Model Width Material toecap Heat resistant
outsole Antistatic Slip resistance Article

35 2 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982950
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Shoe size Shoe size (UK) Model Width Material toecap Heat resistant
outsole Antistatic Slip resistance Article

36 3 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982951
37 4 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982952
38 5 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982973
39 6 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982974
40 6.5 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982975
41 7 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982976
42 8 Boot D Steel No Yes SRC 12982977
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